To Be Honored . . .

Support Needed For
Educational TV Station
Nite of Sin Planned
In Roman Fashion

PROF. L. V. T IR R E L L

Tirrell Honored By
UNH Riding Club
On May 11, 1958, this University
will act as host to horse breeders and
exhibitors from all over New England.
An enterprising group o f students col
lectively known as the University’s
Riding Club has undertaken the spon
sorship of a horse show affiliated with
the New England Horseman’s Council
and the New Hampshire Horse and
Trail Association.
This year, the students o f the Riding
Club are dedicating their efforts to
Professor L. V. Tirrell, Chairman of
the Department of Animal Science at
the University. Professor Tirrell is
recognized throughout the United
States as an outstanding authorityi on
light horses. His active support' of
Morgan horses, both as a member of
the New England Morgan H orse Clas
sification Committee and as a Judge
at the National Morgan H orse Show,

has earned him a position of respect by
horsemen everywhere.
The Morgan horses exhibited at the
show this year will be competing for
the L. V. Tirrell Challenge Trophy in
the Morgan Championship Class. The
tfophy, which was donated by the
members o f the Riding Club, is for the
first time part of the competition. Mr.
Frederick O. Davis, President of the
National M organ H orse Club Inc.,
will be on hand for the presentation.
The Show Management is also hon
oring Mr. and Mrs. W . Lyman Orcutt
of Orcland Farms, W est Newbury,
Massachusetts. For many years they
have been engaged in a M organ H orse
breeding program. Mrs. Lyman “ Ruth’
Orcutt, an alumni o f the University,
has exhibited at many University
shows, aided the University breeding

(continued on page 8)

Nite of Sin, an annual Student Union
presentation is scheduled for March 14
and 15 in the Memorial Union Building.
From 8 :00 to 11:45 p.rn., the building
will echo the spirit of Latin days gone
by, in compliance with this year’s theme:
Roman Rumpus.
Co-chairmen of the event, Dick Hampson and Mike Colbert have announced
that plans for Nite of Sin — ’58 insure
its being better than ever. There will
be the customary games of chance, played
with provided play money and operated
by members of the faculty and admin
istration. Toga-clad members of the Stu
dent Union will be assisting. The games,
which will be played in the Durham,
Coos and Cheshire rooms, will include
roulette, dice, chuck-a-luck and various
card games.
The Strafford Room will be trans
formed into a Roman Colesseum, John
Haslam, the decorations chairman has
announced. Two stage shows a night will
be presented there at approximately 9 :00
and 11:00 p.m. The show, written and
directed by Joan Burnis and Jan King,
will feature the University’s Dance Club
in a traditional slave dance and an origi
nal comedy concerning Nero. This latter
event will headline Bebe Wright and
Lanny Ray in acting and singing roles.
Others in the cast are: Lee Rente, Dick
Kenyon, Stephen and Stanton Fitts, Don
Lawrence and George Bussell.
Admission is free and refreshments
will be provided. Nite of Sin is one of
the Student Union’s major yearly under
takings. It promises an evening of good
entertainment for all, and so the Student
Union expects complete campus support.

"Life Must Be Free!" Says Sinnott
To Capacity Convocation Gathering
By D IC K SH E A
told a near capacity crowd at New Hamp
“ Life must be free!”
This is what Dr. Edmund E. Sinnott, shire Hall, Thursday afternoon, March
the University’s first lecturer in residence, 6, from 1 to 2 o’clock.
Dr. Sinnott held his audience in close
captivity as he explained why, biogically,
man needs to live democratically. It is
probably a safe assumption that a good
percentage of the listeners came at least
partly out of curiosity — to find out
just how Dr. Sinnott could tie a physical
science with a social one.
D U RH A M , March 11
Biological problems, said Dr. Sinnott,
At approximately 10:10 p.m. on Tues are among life’s most important ones.
day, March 11, Jerome T. Culver, 21 The modern generation must be based on
South Calumet Ave., Hastings-on-Hud- scientific fact rather than passion, emo
son, N. Y. was killed instantly at the tion, or intuition.
Durham station. With him at the time
At the turn of the century democracy
of the accident were his brother, John, was thought of as the “automatic” desti
18, also injured, and Gordon Darling.
nation of the world. Today, with a multi
The accident occurred as a result of tude of anti-democrats, this is not so.
a mistaken idea that the passenger train
Dr. Sinnott was very reassuring, as he
involved in the accident would stop here stated that when biological facts are
at Dunham. At the same time, an east- taken into consideration it becomes ob
bound freight was approaching. The vious that- democracy, rather than dic
brothers thinking that the freight train tatorship, will someday have to be the
would be proceeding at a slow rate of universal government of the world.
speed, and that the passenger train
“ The true democracy which is our
would stop, walked out to the center ideal, is so embedded in the very nature
island between the two oncoming trains. of things, is so in harmony with the
Jerome and his brother were caught be biological basis of the life of man, that
tween the two, the passenger train mov it is better than the systems they [anti
ing at a calculated 65 mph and the democrats] support.”
freight at an approximately lesser speed.
According to Dr. Sinnott, the three
The result was a tragedy, Jerome being
killed and his brother mutilated.
The two trains approaching each other Milne's New Book Released
had dimmed their lights and it was not
Paths Across the Earth, a new book
until the two engines had passed and
the headlights were again on high beam, by Lorus J. Milne, Professor of Zoology
that one of the engineers noticed the at this University, and his wife Margery,
two, but too late to avoid the accident. was released March 5. It is written for
John Culver was taken by ambulance the general reader and tells the various
to the Wentworth Hospital in Dover. aspects of the travels of animals and
His brother’s body was removed to the mankind.
A second, revised edition of The Bi
Brown-Trottier Funeral Home.
Jerry Culver was a brother of SAE otic World and Man, by the same authors,
fraternitv and a member of the football appeared on Feb. 17. The first edition
squad. He was in the class of 1959 and was used here as a Biology text for
three years.
was 20 years of age.

Jerry Culver Killed;
Brother Injured

most necessary elements in our free way
of life are freedom, progress, and in
dividuality.
The need for freedom was the first
principle that the speaker stressed as be
ing biologically necessary in man. Every
human being is different . . . Human
diversi is the basis of democracy. . . .
Dictatorship would be good if we were
all alike, but since we aren’t, democracy
is best.
“ No species with such stubborn inborn
characteristics as ours,” stated Dr. Sin
nott, “ will ever rest contentedly in bonds.”
The second principle that the Lec
turer in Residence mentioned was “pro
gress.” Mankind has always progressed
socially, but physically, no marked change
in characteristics can be noted since far
back in ancient history. Dr. Sinnott then
reasoned that a dictatorship can’t gain a
strong foothold among the people for
more than a. generation at a time.
“ A dictator may regiment our minds
into a goose-step, but he cannot reach
across the protoplasmic bridge between
us and our children.” Here, Dr. Sinnott
stressed the tremendous importance of
education.
Individuality was the third principle
that Dr. Sinnott spoke on as being neces
sary in our free way of life.
“ Nature knows only individuals,” said
the speaker. “ Today the greatest point
of tension lies where rugged individual
ism and more rugged states claim juris
diction over the fates of men.”
Thus, Dr. Sinnott concluded that lib
erty progress, and individualism all have
their roots in protoplasm, the very stuff
of life itself. “Dictatorship is not in
harmony with the way that life is made.”
He urged that we should become better
acquainted with the life sciences, and, in
closing, added a reassuring thought, which
should signify better things ’ to come:
“Life is on our side!”

Channel 11 Lacks
Sufficient Funds
By C A R O L E SO FRO N AS
A plea for financial support has been
made by the New Hampshire Educa
tional Broadcasting Council to provide
New Hampshire with an educational
television station. Contributions of
$250,000 already have been offered by
trust funds and individuals, but an ad
ditional $75,000 is needed.
The Council, made up o f 21 educa
tional institutions and agencies, will
advise and cooperate in the operation
of Channel 11 which the Federal Com
munications Commission has allocated
to New Hampshire for non-commercial,
educational use. The station will be
licensed to the University and studios
will be located at Durham.
To Cooperate with Channel 2
The station will have a radius cover
ing 78-80% of New Hampshire’s popu
lation. Programs, both live and on film,
will include lectures, concerts, drama,
opera, a variety of adult education
courses, and children’s programs. The
new station will be tied in with B os
ton’s channel 2 which is an educational
station cooperating with us to allow
us to rebroadcast everythin<? they do,
so we have available five hours o f the
best T. V. programs. W e will be a
member of the Radio T. V. Center in
Ann Arbor, Michigan, also.
Council officers planning the station
include J. Blair W atson, Dartmouth,
chairman; Rev. Gregory Kelleher, St.
Anselm’s, vice chairman; John F. Reed,
U N H , secretary; Earl Little, State
Department of Education, treasurer
and President Harold H yde of Ply-

mouth Teachers, Rev. Paul M cH ugh
if the Department o f Education o f the
Department of Education o f the Catho
lic Diocese of New Hampshire, and
Ralph Turner of Em erson School for
Boys, executive committee.
Memorial Union Offers Whole Floor
The major gift in establishing the
station is a$100,000'
offer from the
fund for Adult Education, provided that
the people of New Hampshire match
this amount on a 2 to 1 basis by con
tributing $200,000'. O f the matching
funds, about $150,000 already is avail
able. Studio facilities — a whole floor
of the new Memorial Union building —
are valued at $100,000. Former Gov.
Charles M.
Dale of Portsmouth has
made a gift
of a transmitter siteand
building atop Saddleback mountain in
Northwood valued at $50,000.
The Council said it must raise $50,000 by April 15 to match the Fund for
Adult Education gift. Another $25,000
will also be needed to equip the station
for operation.
,
Gifts Promised
Several public-spirited trust funds in
New Hampshire have expressed inter
est in making gifts to the station. The
Council is looking to these trusts and
interested individuals to share in the
financial help needed.
W ithout the substantial out-of-state
contribution from the Fund for Adult
Education, the Council said, it is highly
unlikely that m oney can be raised to
put the station on the air. In that event,
(continued on page 5)

CA Sponsors Lecturer
On Racial Segregation
Bayard Rustin, an internationally. ac
claimed authority on the use of non
violent techniques in human relations, will
be at the University March 19 to 21. As
a Quaker and a Negro, he is dedicated
to inter-racial and inter-religious har
mony.
Sponsored by Christian Association,
the University’s Protestant religious or
ganization, Mr. Rustin’s visit will also
include a talk in Murkland Auditorium,
Wednesday, March 19, at 7:45 p.m. This
talk will be sponsored by the Foreign
Students’ Clut
and will deal
w i t h “ Racial
Segregation” .
Mr. Rustir
may also be
asked to speak
informally b y
t h e I n ternational R e 1a tions Club and
some
history
and sociology
classes .
Having a
varied b a c k
ground which includes prison life and
friendships with prime ministers, Mr.
Rustin is well qualified to deal with
major areas of national and international
conflict as well as with social problems.
Born in West Chester, Pennsylvania,
Mr. Rustin won honors in football, track,
tennis, speaking and debate before he was
graduated magna cum laude from the
West Chester public secondary school.
He attended the State Teachers College
at Cheyney, Penn., the City College of

Official Notices
A ll students are responsible
o f n otices appearing here.

fo r

know ledge

Caps and Gowns. All students grad
uating in June must report for cap and
gow n measurements to Brad M clntirels
College Shop not later than April 18.
The Bookstore wishes to notify stu
dents and faculty that the “ SecondHand” Book Man will be on campus
March 13, 14, and 15 (Thursday, Fri
day and Saturday mornings.)

New York and the University at Wilberforee, Ohio.
During W orld War II, he spent over
a year in prison for refusing to fight
on religious grounds. Later in 1949, Mr.
Rustin was made part of a prison chain
gang for refusing to obey Jim Crow
laws, in North Carolina. His report,
“ Twenty-Two Days on the Chain Gang”
resulted in some prison reforms in that
state.
In 1948 and 1949, Mr. Rustin made a
five-month tour of Europe, the Near
East and Asia. In India, he interviewed
Nehru. In 1952, another trip was taken
which included Europe, the Gold Coast,
Nigeria and French West Africa. Nkrumah, now prime minister of Ghana, spent
considerable time with him.
Since 1953, Mr. Rustin has been Execu
tive Secretary of the War Registers
League. Since 1956, he has been associ
ated with Dr. Martin Luther King and
other leaders of the Montgomery, Ala
bama bus boycott and in the work of the
Southern Christian Leadership Confer
ence.
Mr. Rustin’s speaking arrangements
are taken care of by the American
Friends Service Committee.

Talent Competition
Sponsored By SU
The annual Talent Show sponsored
by Student Union will be held in the
Strafford R oom of the Memorial Union,
March 22, 8:00 p.m.
The entire show will consist o f about
a dozen “acts” ranging from imperson
ations to a demonstration of Siamese
classical dance.
The follow ing students will be par
ticipating in the competition: Ben
George, a comedy act; Midge Winship,
a tap dance; Bob Sprano, a son g and
guitar act; Joe Massidda, a song; Judson Sanderson, impersonations; Steph
en and Stanton Fitts, a song; Carol
Pandini, a pantomime; D on Lawrence,
a song; Bebe W right and Lannie Ray,
a duet; George Bussell, a mimic; Judy
Branch, Carolyne Musser and Joan
Bridgeman, ( “ The Alpha Chords” ), a
song.
(continued on page 5)
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Alumni Association Issues
Folder O n W ills and Bequests
University of New Hampshire alumni
are being asked to emulate Benjamin
Thompson, their Alma Mater’s father.
It was through a legacy from this
Durham farmer that the University got
its start some 90 years ago. The Alumni
Association, in a folder on wills and be
quests just prepared for distribution, not
only suggests that today’s graduates fol
low founder Thompson’^ testamentary
example — they tell them how to go
about it.
No tips are given as to how to get
what one is to give; that is presumed
taken care of in the college years.

Student Church
Mar. 16
Mar. 23

Mar. 30
Apr. 6
Apr. 13

Apr. 20
Apr. 27

When the T-H all bell tolls at night, May 4
Sunday through Friday, one knows that
it is time for news on W M D R , 650 on May 11
the dial.

BUCKY’S

Dick Gould
Dr. James Lenhart, State Street
Congregational Church
Portland, Maine
Service of Communion
Reverend Robert Savidge
Easter Vacation
Faculty Student Sunday
Dr. Harold Ehrensperger
Department of Creative Arts
Boston University
Reverend Robert Savidge
Reverend Jerome G. Blankinship
Student, Boston University
School of Theology
Service of Communion
Reverend Robert Savidge
Tihe Reverend James Rae Whyte
Chaplain, Mount Hermon

CO -ED
CLEANERS
and
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The Prompt Box

Religious News

Canterbury Club
W endesday night the usual study
group held a discussion on Reinhold
Niebuhr’s book, “ T H E I N T E R P R E 
T A T I O N O F C H R IS T IA N E T H 
IC S .”
Sunday, March 16th, Rev. Donald
Marsh from Rochester will be present
to talk on “ A L C O H O L IS M .”
Christian Association
Sunday morning Student Church ser
vice will be preceeded by a 10:30' C of
fee Hour. The guest preacher will be
the Assistant Minister, Richard Gould.
Sunday night, Dr. Paul Schilling
from The School of Technology in B os
ton University will talk on “ R E S U R 
R E C T IO N A N D IM M O R T A L I T Y .”
The meeting will start with desert at
6:30.
Hillel Club
Thursday — A foreign student will

speak on his country in the Chapel
R oom in the Memorial Union Building.
,A two day conclave for Jewish stu
dents in New England colleges will be
held at U N H on April 12 and 13.
Newman Club
His Excellency John J. W right, D .D .
of W orcester will speak tonight at
7:30 in the Strafford R oom , Memorial
Uniin Building. The lecture is open to
the public.

Statistic
A ccording to a statement appearing
in the New Hampshire Sunday News,
U N H is definitely a “ poor man’s
school,” where education is within the
reach of all. It is com forting to com e
across such facts, considering the re
cent tuition hike.

The Place to Enjoy

Shirt Service

Good Com pany

Carberry Shoe Store

W ANTED

M O N D A Y THROUGH SATURDAY
8:30 a.m. until 5:30 p.m.

A g o o d place to b u y shoes fo r the entire
fam ily fo r every occasion

Girls for Laundry Work

LAUNDERMAT

U PPER S Q U A R E , D O V E R

GRANITE STATE LAUNDRY

W e G iv e S & H Stam ps

Durham , N . H.

1 SC H O O L ST.

DOVER, N. H.

4 3 M a in St.

Seniors Meet To
Discuss Banquet

Two Day Conclave Held For
Jewish Students April 12, 13

Durham , N . H.

H O U R S 7 :3 0 T O 4 :0 0
Ins. Benefits

There will be a meeting tonight at 7
p.m. in New Hampshire Hall to discuss
plans for the Annual Senior Banquet,
the trip to Boston and for the seniors
to propose a possible slate of officers for
next year.
The Small Schools Drama Festival,
high school competition, opens tomor
row. There is no admission charge and
the public is invited to come. Around a
dozen schools are expected to partici
pate. Hours are Friday and Saturday,
March 14 and 15 at 2:30 and 7:30 p.m.
The play reading committee, consider
ing possible shows for the late spring
production selected four; H otel Universe
by Philip Barrie, Diary of Anne Frank,
Antasia and The Glass Menagerie.
the road show of Anne Frank is playing
in Boston the early part of April, it is
doubtful that the show is available to
groups in this area. Comments are wel
comed on any of these and other plays.
If you would like to become part of a
play reading committee either now or in
the future or have comments regarding
the above mentioned please contact Lee
Rente, Pat Thompson, Frank Wells,
Margo Le Perle, Dick Kenyon or Mr.
Batcbelier.

As

Learn the latest weather news by
listening to station breaks at the half
hour.

E. M. LO EW 'S

C

I V

I C

THEATRE

KEITH LYNN, B.S.E.E., PURDUE, '52, INVITES YOU TO

^pend a

dcui u/ititumk

Portsmouth, N. H.

G E 6-5710

Now-Tues.

Mar. 13-18
Disney's

OLD YELLER
plus

“ I’m an Equipment Engineer for Illinois Bell Telephone Company in
Chicago. Speaking personally, I find Bell Telephone engineering
darned interesting and very rewarding. But judge for yourself.”

Courage of Black Beauty
in color
Starts Wed.

Mar. 19

WITNESS FOR
THE PROSECUTION
starring

Charles Laughton Marlene Dietrich

Thurs.

"8:30 a.m. We start at my desk. I’m
studying recommendations for install
ing additional dial telephone facilities
at the central office in suburban Glen
view. This is the beginning of an inter
esting new engineering assignment.”

"10:20 a.m. I discuss a proposed lay
out for the additional central office
equipment with Supervising Engineer
Sam P. Abate. I’ll want to inspect the
installation area this afternoon, so I
telephone the garage and order a car.”

"11:00 a .m. At an interdepartmental
conference I help plan procedures for
another job that I’ve been assigned.
Working closely with other departments
of the company broadens your expe
rience and know-how tremendously.”

Mar. 13

ALBERT SCHW EITZER
Documentary
in color
Fri.

Mar. 14

PLEASE MURDER M E
Raymond Burr

Angela Lansbury

Sat.

Mar.

15

A N IM A L FARM
(animated)
from G eorge Orwell's Novel

20th A N N U A L

REVIVAL WEEK

Sun.

Mar.

16

MR. HULQT'S H OLIDAY
Jacques Pati
Mon.

"2:00 p.m. After lunch I drive out to
the Glenview office. Here, in the frame
room, I’m checking floor space re
quired by the proposed equipment.
Believe me, the way our business is
growing, every square foot counts.”

"3:10 p.m. Then I drive over to the
office at nearby Skokie where a recent
engineering assignment of mine is in
its final stages. Here I’m suggesting
a modification to the Western Elec
tric installation foreman on the job.”

"3:30 p.m. Before starting back to
Chicago, I examine a piece of Out
Sender equipment being removed from
the Skokie central office. This unit
might fit in just fine at one of our
other offices. I’ll look into it tomorrow.”

Mar. 17

EAST OF EDEN
James Dean

Julie Harris

Tues.

Mar. 18

DIABO LIQU E
(French)
Wed.

Mar. 19

The Trouble With Harry
‘Well, that was today. Tomorrow will be different. As you can see, I take a
job from the beginning and follow it through. Often I have a lot of jobs in
various stages at the same time. I think most engineers would agree, that
keeps work interesting.”
Keith Lynn is one of many young engineers who are finding rewarding
careers in the Bell Telephone Companies. Find out about opportunities for
you. Talk with the Bell interviewer when he visits your campus. And read
the Bell Telephone booklet on file in your Placement Office.

Edmund Gwen

B ELL
T E LE P H O N E
C OM PANIES

Thurs.

Mar. 20

REAR W IN D O W
James Stewart

Grace Kelly

Fri.

Mar. 21

One Summer O f Happiness
(Swedish)
Sat.

Mar. 22

M O B Y DICK
G regory Peck

Richard Basehart
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Students Probe Into
Mysteries O f Psyche
By Dick Shea
One of the more interesting courses
offered at the University this year is
Dr. Haselmd’s Psychology 57, a course
in which the students devote .the last
third of the semester to preparing ex
periments in Psychology with the pur
pose of learning experimentation by the
scientific method.
Experimental Psychology is by no
means a new course here. Indeed Dr.
Haselrud has been teaching it ever since
he first became a member of the Uni
versity staff.
In past years the course has enjoyed
great success. Several of the experiments
have been developed into masters’ thesis;
four have actually been published.
Particularly, Dr. Haselrud mentioned
Miriam Holman. Miss Holman, repre
senting U N H in the Fifth Annual Col
lege Science Conference in 1951, had her
paper, “ The Effects of Sleep Teaching” ,
published in the Yale Scientific magazine.
The thirteen students enrolled in the
course this year have done all of the
actual work on their own time. They hold
weekly conferences with the instructor
and make a plan of work, compile liter
ature and background material, prepare
their apparatus, then test and analyze the
data.
Varied Experiments
These experiments are widely diversi
fied, to say the very least: Shirley Meyers
found out whether people remember bet
ter if they are given directions or if they
have to figure the problem out for them

Need A Haircut?
UNIVERSITY
BARBER SH O P

CAM PUS
BARBER SHOP

selves. Otto Wallenfels questioned: “ Can
people be affected by stimulations they
are unconscious o f? ”
Ray Messier had people estimating
time while looking at various kinds of
pictures. Valerie Consigli compared the
distractive influence of Classical Music
and jazz on reading comprehension.
Lawrence Kane experimented with the
taste sensitivity of chickens. Bob Irzik
questioned whether individuals tend to be
affected by social taboos more in a
social situation or when alone. Donald
Reed found that you can change pulse,
respiration, blood ‘pressure, and the me
tabolic rate through mere suggestion.
Brainy Children Studied

Pi KA Chapter Plan
Dedication of House
Gamma Mu Chapter of Pi Kappa A l
pha is in the midst of planning and pre
paring for a gala celebration on Satur
day, March 15. The occasion, is the for
mal opening and dedication of their new
house, combined with the observance of
P iK A ’s Founders’ Day.
The tentative schedule includes an Open
House for alumni and guests from 4 to
5 :30, a banquet at Commons from 6 to
8, and a dance from 8 to midnight.
Speaking at the banquet will be P iK A ’s
National Secretary William R. Nester,
President Eldon L. Johnson, House
President Daryl S. Elinn, and alumnus
William G. Zimmerman, the man re
sponsible for the erection of the beauti
ful addition.
Present for the day’s festivities will be
the brothers, pledges, and their dates;
Gamma Mu alumni and their wives; and
distinguished guests from the University
and Pi Kappa Alpha Fraternity.
Tihe fraternity celebrated the ninetieth
anniversary of its founding on March 1
of this year. Gamma Mu Chapter was
established at the University in 1929.
Nationally, PiK A rates among the first
five fraternities in size and prestige.

Nicholas Pishon found the relation
ship between the time the student first
starts school in childhood and the time
when he reaches advanced education.
What is the rate of improvement? Do
the same students stay the smartest all
through school? and vice versa?
Virginia Merriam questioned, “ How do
From 11 :05 to midnight the soothing
introverts and extroverts tend to be in music on the program Nightfall can be
fluenced by competition?” Ronald S wet heard Sunday through Friday on W M D R
land : “ Is more complete learning done 650 on your dial.
when the task is self-completed, othercompleted, or incompleted?”
F. C. Pace found whether fatigue is
dependent on muscles or mind, and Lois
Enos experimented with the effect of
color on speed of perception.
Dr. Haslerud has high hopes of seeing
at least one of these experiments pub
lished.
•
A quick service laundry

NEW YORY STREET
WASHETTE INC

SEE YO U AT THE

•

Wash-fluff dry-fold

LA CANTINA

TRY US FOR REAL E C O N O M Y

W here Pizza Is King

7 New York Street, Dover

SPAGHETTI A N D

RAVIOLI

(turn right at 561

Central Ave.)
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Outstanding Seniors Named
By Student Union Board
Dean Lewis and Claire Bagley have
been chosen as outstanding seniors by the
Student Union Board of Governors.
Dean, a member of Alpha Tau Omega
fraternity, was chosen as the senior who
had contributed the most to the senior
class. Dean was on the Sophomore
Sphinx, Dean’s List, and Co-Director of
Freshman Camp last year. This year he
is President of Senior Key, the senior
honorary society. He is also a member
of Alpha Epsilon Delta, an honorary so
ciety for Pre-Med.
Claire Bagley, a member of Chi Omega
sorority, was chosen as the most valuable
member of the senior class to the Stu
dent Union. Claire is a four-year mem
ber^ being first on a committee, then as
chairman of the Activities Committee
which organizes the dances etc., and last
year was the Vice-President of the
Board of Governors. Claire has also been
very active in other campus organizations
such _ as Angel Flight, Pep-cats, Vice
President of Newman Club, Modern
Dance Club, and was on the Dean’s List.

Alpha Chi Sigm a
New officers were elected recently at
a regular meeting of Alpha Obi Sigma,
a national fraternity for chemistry ma
jors. The following students were chosen:
William Cilley, President; Robert Gagne,
Vice President; Neal Ball, Treasurer;
Granville Knox, Reporting Secretary;
Roger Croteau, Recording Secretary;
James Donahue, Master of Ceremonies;
and John Viola, Assistant Master of
Ceremonies. Dr. Henry Kuivida serves
as advisor of the group.
Recent initiates into the organization
are: Edmond Benson, Olin Braids, Roger
Croteau, Rob Roy Kelly, and John V i
ola — all sophomores in chemistry or
chemical engineering.
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Aid To The Neutrals
The Administration in Washington is asking Congress, at the
present time, to approve a foreign aid program totalling nearly^ four
billion dollars and, in the light of Senator Bridges’ biting criticism
of this program last week, it would not be amiss to comment briefly
on the subject.
Senator Bridges, as tough and enduring as his native granite, was
and still is the leader in our nation’s capital of a fight against
giving aid to so-called neutral countries.
Once upon a time, neutral meant not taking sides in a dispute.
The Administration has stretched the term to cover every, country
not completely behind the Iron Curtain — and even then has to
do a lot of talking to make this include Gomulka’s Poland.

By CARLENE RICHARDSON
The clipper ship rose and fell oyer
the stormy ocean.
Moaning voices
ascended from the ship and floated to
the docks of the new colonial emnire.
The ship pulled into the port, the crew
lowered her anchor, and the ship’s cargo,
black bales of blood, was unloaded into
the new world.
Money, money for Black Man and
Black Man for money. Sweat and
work and rolling eyes, a raised
white fist, the sting of a whip, and
dirt and sweat.
Black hands enclosed a space with lum
ber and a dirt-floored shed became a
home. The black body begot children;
and the children moaned, lived in sheHs,
picked cotton, fought boll weevils with
their sweat, and bent their burnt, shin
ing bodies under the whip.
’ Then
6 1 ; Nancythe Black Man, stolen from his
Jungle-Eden, became “ the nigger” , “ the
coon” , and “ that black bastard” . The
Black Man increased and learned how
the White Man existed with his civilized
habits. He wanted to live like the White
Man, so he stole, he complained, he
raped, he cried, and finally he ran.
He ran from South to North, and
farther North and farther North un
til Mr. Lincoln shouted, “ Stop!
You’re free!” Then the Black Man
wept in joy, the White Man cursed
in anger, and Northern Man smirked
to see his justice done.
From the animal wrenched from the
heated pit of Africa a creature half
brute was created, and this creature
evolved, painfully, iqto the American Ne
gro.
The American Negro was a paradoxi
cal evolution. An American is an Ameri
can, is an American, is a self-evident
American, and is still an American.

Letters To The Editor

A recent example of this new definition is as follow s: last month
It's N o Sculpture
we gave Yugoslavia about ninety million dollars of aid and in the
same week that country announced that its foreign policy was, for TO T H E E D IT O R :
the present, identical to that of M oscow.
The recent W inter Carnival was
Of course, the Administration always protests that some of these
neutral nations are underdeveloped and it is just human kindness
to help them. For this reason we have given huge amounts of aid
to India and have just lately granted it $225,000,000.

without a doubt a huge success in many
aspects. But in others it was a dismal
failure. This failure centered around
the building and the judging of the va
rious snow sculptures formed by the
campus fraternities.

,

There is no denying that the winning
According to Senator Bridges, ever since it began receiving sculpture
showed keen thought and
American aid, India’s “ defense expenditures jumped markedly from foresight, and on the surface it appear
ed to be of winning calibre. But what
the more or less static position of the previous five years.”

When, oh when will we see the handwriting on the w a ll! In last
Sunday’s news, the Prime Minister of the erstwhile pro-Western
Pakistan, announced that he would consider revising Pakistan’s for
eign policy — IN T H E FA C E OF A N A L A R M IN G A RM S
B U ILD -U P IN IN D IA .
These facts speak for themselves.

Operation Politics

lies underneath this paradox stated
above? The answer to this question is
simply — props.
It does not seem fair that most
sculptures be formed by solid blocks
of snow being carved into reliefs of
some sort, where other sculptures were
made by simply packing snow about a
skeletal frame of skilled carpentry.
The recent -thaw has shown to all
viewers that the winning sculpture was
for the most part a neat lattice work
of w ood cleverly packed over with
snow, while other sculptural ruins
show no such evidence of underlying
forms. This is due to the fact that these
sculptures were sculptures in the true
sense of the word. It now appears -that
this art of sculpturing at the University
has become closely allied with the art
of carpentry.
One of the better sculptures seen
(continued on page 5)

Along the same line as last week’s editorial suggesting some ca
thartic for the creeping “ intellectual ferment” and apathetic regard
for national and international affairs, we would like to offer the
campus the possibility of a Young Republicans’ Club and a Young
Democrats’ Club. W e believe that at the present time, these two
“ clubs” would be more feasible than a so-called Liberal Club, be
cause they could, with a certain degree of immediate and sincere
interest, secure faculty and university sanction for organization From the Faculty Lectern
and programming.

Democracy asks, “ Why must the tail
‘Negro’ be tacked to one American and
not another?” Democracy says that the
Negro is an American — American,
period. This is democratic, but is it just?
New Orleans! The smoky thighs of
a Black dancer writhe under twirl
ing, red calico. The voodoo drums
throb, and rooster’s blood flows pro
phetically in the street. Memphis!
White-draped horsemen gallop under
flaming torches to the blackened
branch of the hangman’s tree. Harl
em ! White teeth flash with bellyshaking laughter, and a Baptist min
ister cries of fire and brimstone.
Storyville! A deep-throated voice
moans the blues while the once tap
ping feet shuffle Northward. Chica
go ! A saxophone sobs and black
'fingers caress the scarred keys of an
upright piano. Darkness and rope.
Blood and drums. Ragtime. Blues.
Jazz. Basin street. Beale street. Cat
fish row. New Orleans. Chicago.
San Francisco. Halleluja!
The Negro crowded the riverboats, the
honky-tonks, and the rich plantations. He
was free and equal — equal to nothing.
He took his place in history, in liter
ature, in music, and in entertainment;
still he found no place in society. Hope
fully the Negro took his culture and
small possessions North and West, only
to be welcomed by loud cursings and
slamming doors.
The history of the Negro is a dra
matic, color-splashed panorama of cult
ure, romance and excitement. Don’t call
the Black Man an American. Call him
the American Negro. Give him his rights
and reasons to walk down our American
streets with unquestioned pride. Take the
term Negro away from him and Ameri

From The Observation Post

Society and Individualism
By FRED TA YLO R
What price conformity? Society justi
fiably imposes many restrictions upon the
individual for his own welfare but when
-these restrictions begin to present obsta
cles to clear thinking, one is forced to
doubt their value. The time when one
could project his feelings, emotions, be
liefs and ideas (inner self) without fear
of being immediately classified as a social
misfit appears to have passed. For most
people what one says and does is often
different from What one wishes to say
and do. The things that make a person
what he is (an individual) are mixed be
neath a false feeling of the necessity of
conforming ones actions, words, and even
thoughts to the presumed wishes of so
ciety.
Even on this campus one rarely does
or says what he wishes. Man drinks
(whether he really wants to or not) for
he feels that he must; he smokes for it
is the thing to do (it matters nothing
that he doesn’t really want to smoke)_;
he utters sweet words into the ear of his
date for he feels he must (and although
she may dislike him she would be dis
pleased if he didn’t—for it’s really the

By RON L A W T O N

Shaw, a Literary Voice

From Dr. Holden’s viewpoint, the students of voting age would
get to know the workings of the political parties. Belonging to such
an organization would begin to correct individual intellectual fer
ment on the campus in relation to world affairs and events. In the
past, some students even campaigned for candidates in surrounding
cities.
To the editorial staff, this genuine interest of Dr. Holden is met
with the hope that at least a portion of the student body will rise
to the opportunity of preparing themselves for later years. W e hope
that his interest in the students themselves will not be dampened
by a complete lack of interest on the campus which, unfortunately,
is too often the case. W hile there are professors who do not have
the students uppermost in their teaching and there are students
who take no interest in anything, we believe that the formation of
a Y oung Republicans’ and a Y oung Democrats’ League will help
to alter this situation.
If there is any interest at all, we believe that those people who
have it should contact either the Government Department or The
New Hampshire to see if an organization of the type named above
can be formed.
Y our paper receives literature published by the Y oung Republi
can National Federation in W ashington, and we believe, after listen
ing to Dr. Holden and reading the Campus Republican, that the
benefits and enlightenment of the two Leagues are rich and most
worthwhile for the campus as a whole.

a vegetarian, an anti-vivisectionist, a
critic of music, painting, and Shakespeare,
for most of us he appears lost vividly
as a playwrite. His reception as a writer
for the theater has been anything but
constant. To Sean O ’Casey perhaps his
greatest living champion, he is Saint
Bernard; to Edward Arlington Robinson
he was “ a man in red - rags and white
corpuscles.” Fervant approval or cynical
reflection has usually been -the spirit
of the criticism made of him. Our pur
pose here, however, is not to test the
validity o f either judgement, but to speak
o f Shaw as a literary voice in our
modern drama. T o a man who gave birth
to “ the chocolate soldier,” and “ my fair
lady,” attention must be paid.
Between 1892 and 1950. George Ber
nard Shaw published in the vicinity of fifty
plays. His plays are in the tradition of
comedy, that comedy which contrasts a
sharply realized view of life and a conven
tional artificial view, that comedy which
evokes Meredith’s “thoughtful laughter.”
If comedy is an affirmation of life, Shaw
is an optomi-st who affirms the value of
living. If comedy is thought rather than
passion, certainly Shaw has his glands in
the right place. Instead of two boards and
a passion, Shaw’s theater is two boards
and a discussion. That Shaw should write
in the comic tradition is no mystery, for
his spirit was at home with comedy. He
saw ironic humor in all situations,_ no
matter how grave. Even in so serious
a play as “ Saint Joan” , Shaw scratches
his funny bone. He depicts the maid as
holy, beautiful, and tender, and from the
side of his mouth whispers to his audi
ence that “ she is still damn tough to
live with.” He prides himself, as comic
artists frequently do, in his knowledge of
reality. Shaw is always rooted his reali
ty; in fact, many critics have felt him
to be frequently buried in it.

thing to do) and the web of conformity
speeds onward beating the individual in
to unth-inkness. It matters nothing what
the individual really feels; what he real
ly wishes to do for he is but a tool
of conformity — blind, unthinking and
false — a mere robot; as the days and
weeks go by he becomes more and more
just a part of the multitude. He no longer
thinks — it is not necessary; for he has
mechanical responses and actions to fit
every situation. How many times have
you in the last twenty-four hours done
or said what you really wanted to —
expressed your priceless individuality? On
the other hand how often have you given
the “ proper” reply and action?
The value of living is in being one’s
unique self. By doing so the expressions,
words and actions o f those around you
take on a new meaning — a fullness and
depth beyond imagination. Yes, society
can and should impose restrictions upon
our baser actions but it should not be
permitted to enslave the mind and body
of the individual. The tenets of society
should be devoted to the continued ele
vation of the individual and not to his
eventual enslavement.

CURRENT CINEMA

In an interview with Dr. John Holden, Chairman of the Depart
ment of Government at the University, the possibilities of the
By PROF. H O W A R D STEIN
formation of the Young Republicans and Young Democrats was
discussed. From him came some of the ideas and comments which
The form of comedy lends itself to a
Although Shaw is often quoted as a
we would like to put forth to the student body.
philosopher, a social reformer^ a sage, variety of subjects. All the irresistible
Usually, during an election year, New England colleges form
Young Democrats’ and Young Republicans’ Leagues on their
campuses. This campus has been active in this respect over the
last few years, e.g. Truman, Stassen, Taft, Bridges, Cotton and some
of the candidates for the governor’s seat. Once formed, these
Leagues can get aid from the National Committees of the two
parties represented on the campus. On top of this, our Government
Department is very willing to help the students organize and ad
vise the Clubs once they are formed.

cans will forget the music, the faith, the
horror, the blood, and the tears that
have been a part of their adjustment as
human beings for the past century.
Ho, My Modern Brabantio! It will
take another century before you will
accept the Black Man as a husband
for your daughter. But that’s ex
pected. The evolution of the Black
Man is still active. It will need
more time to complete itself. But
it’s not necessary to call him that
“black bastard” during the process.
The extreme example of the White
Man’s refusal to accept the Negro is
shown in the degradation that exists in
a marriage between Black and White.
The disgust that is caused by these mar
riages is contradicted by the beauty of
the dimly veiled skin of the mulatto and
the quadroon. Wihy does a person who
is born of different colored parents live
under the scornful glare of society ?
The reason for society’s ban on these
marriages goes deeper than the surface
tint of one man’s skin. It goes as deep
as unspoken fear. A fear that has such
a grip on the W hite Man’s mind that
no words, no actions, and no methods
of persuasion wild let him relax his fear.
The White Man is King. He wild defend
his, self-made superiority against any
threats, though the threats come from
red horse-thieves, yellow hordes, or
black bandits. The White Man will stop
at no cruelty, no torture, no unjustified
persecution in order to retain his own
stolen kingship. So the ruler of world
society forbids Black and White youth
to associate, to love, and to marry.
The Black Man forced to stay Black
with Black as a hindrance to society.
The Negro is too lively and too gener( continued on page 5)

foibles of man are fuel for the comic
artist’s fire. Archibald Henderson says
that the comedy of Shaw is “the slaying
of a stupid theory of life by antiseptic
and satiric nonsense.” These _“ stupid
theories” include religion, politics, the
themes of love, money, virtue, vice, char
acter, will-power, moral standards, and
social organization. Quite an array of
clay pigeon! T o most writers of comedy,
man as an individual in society is of
great interest; to Shaw, man as a mem
ber of a civilized community is an ob
session. Civilization was the dark lady
of his dramas.
Now Shaw, a vulnerable creature in
the statehood of Man, was very adept in
the society of men. Behind a wit-plated,
word-insulated armor, he successfully
concealed from the world his soul, while
at the same time he charged this_ world
with the grandeur of his mind. His feel
ing for the theater was that of a preacher
to his church. Early in his career as a
playwrite, he stated his desire “ to restore
the theater to the older status of the
temple: that is to say, a place where the
spirit of man may be seen to stir."
Readers, and especially viewers, of Back
to Methuselah, may question his success
to stir, but no reader would deny that
to stir was the intention of all his writ
ing for the theater. He even attempted
more. He tried to treat his audience as
a group of adult individuals, frequently
with drastic results. T o the theater of
London in the 1890’s he brought a first
class mind; such a mind always demands
its audience be adults. He coupled this
mind with an iron imagination, and for
Shaw the only imagination worth having
is the power to imagine things as they
are. It would be more accurate, perhaps,
to say “ as Shaw thinks they are.” This
imagination is the key to Shaw’s romance
(continued on page 8)

One of the local theaters has sched
uled its 20th Annual Revival W eek be
ginning on the 16th o f March and ex
tending through the traditional num
ber of days in a week, ending on Sat
urday the 23rd. These seven movies
are all requested repeats and you
should, in all fairness to your obliga
tions to social conformity, blah blah,
see them all. I tell you this now so
that: you can stop eating, save your
pennies, line up dates, collect baby sit
ters, and have lots of time to rational
ize. At this point, I want to sneak in
a little sentiment.
,
. For the last few weeks I haven’t
written about local movies and neither
have I had the affectionate criticism
that always accompanies the printed
word. M y life has been devoid o f the
great exhiliration that Descartes must
have felt when the wax melted and ran
through his fingers. So it is with much
biting of knuckles and with eyes slop
ped with feeling that I continue.
The door opened slowly, silently. A
gloved hand entered the darkened
room, follow ed by a man with despera
tion written diagonally across his face.
His feet carried him forcefully over to
the sagging couch. The glove came
down heavily on my chest and the hand
in it gripped my flesh and (wish I ’d
worn my pajamas) wrenched me up.
“ W hat is the sequence of adjectives
that describes the program o f movies
during the
20th
Annual
Revival
W eek ?” he demanded.
“ Comedy, horror, dram’’ , satire, m ys
tery, sex and adventure,” I choked out.
The bed came up and hit me and his
footsteps echoed down the hall as he
mumbled, “ Sex on Friday, Sex on, Friday.”
W ith this in mind, and in order to
maintain strict incoherence, I will now
tell you about the seven movies, sepa
rately, of course, and beginning with
the first (drink coke) which is “ Mr,
H ulot’s Holiday.” This won the Inter(continued on page 5)
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mercial way of insulting those who
don’t see it. A t the very least, the scen Letters . . .
(continued from page 4)
(continued from page 4)
ery is beautifully done in color, as was
national Critics Grande Prize at the shown by the applause that was shown last year was that centering around a
Cannes Film Festival and was voted when the people of Montpelier saw large car of the old convertible type.
the year’s funniest film. Mr. Hulot is their native countryside. A few stars Instead of going to all the extra effort
played by Jacques Tati, who produced, are: Edmund Gwenn, John Forsythe, of piling a mass of solid snow in block
,
directed, co-authored and scripted the and Shirley MacLaine.
form and cutting and cutting from this
work. A strange twist in the history
*
*
*
form, why couldn’t a car o f this type
o f this man is worth noting. H e used
James Stewart and Grace Kelly simply have been purchased, placed on
to he a professional rugby player and
(bless her little sacrifice-to-the-movies- the front lawn and covered carefully
travelled all over France using the tal
for-the-sake-of-a-tax-threat) star in the with snow? This surely would be more
ents of his 6’ 4” frame. Entertaining
tremendous mystery “ Rear W in dow ,” realistic and of truer proportions than
on these trips led him to movies. In
remember it? T ry sitting by a window the previous presentation.
this flick he is noted for his ridiculous
Evidently the rules laid down by the
in a large apartment building, in a
walk and hilarious predicaments. I crowded section, with a pair of binocu Outing Club do permit such short cuts.
think you get the idea of what the lars searching the candid moments of Some action should be initiated to pre
show is about and that’s what this col
private lives. This is the theme that vent such future occurences o f surface
umn is for. I don’t think a grade point
Alfred H itchcock builds marvelous in foolery in permitting sheer carpentry
rating here would be any more accurate terest with. A scene includes a man to form the basis for carnival sculptur
than the ones in, T -H all, so in reference and wife who are married until ‘death ing.
to a poor, fair, good, excellent scheme, do them part’ : he with a knife, and she
N A M E W IT H H E L D
I say that all seven here are excellent into little pieces. Stewart is a magazine
this week.
photographer nursing a broken leg and
*
*
*
A Reply To Erickson
whiling away his time in this fashion.
Tuesday. Is he dead? W ill he ever It lasts tw o hours, is in color and TO T H E E D IT O R :
die? James Dean comes back to life (drink coke) don’t miss it.
Concerning Rick Erickson’s defini
for a while to star in “ East o f Eden,”
*
*
*
tion of God it would indeed seem he
with Julie Harris. The impact of three
Friday, as was inferred in the pro has found a controversial point. But his
great factors, namely: Steinbeck’s nov logue to this epistle, is the day when
el, and Dean himself, and Elia Kazan 50,000,000 Frenchmen can’t be wrong. reasoning sm acks-of the Summa Theo
as the guiding hand behind it all makes “ One Summer of Happiness’ is appear logica; vague, fragile, metastable.
Paralleling his line of thought, one
a package well worth seeing. Superb
ing at the illustrious Franklin, in the could say;
workmanship dealing with human emo
flesh. Y ou will find that you w on’t
tion and family conflict, in color and
Animals are composed of cells.
know much about the actual plot when
cinescope (drink coke) and a guarantee
Man is composed of cells.
you come out of this movie because
of almost two hours of the finest in en
there are subtitles which you really
Therefore: man is an animal.
tertainment. This column is live and should read in order to get the gist of
This is true, 'but because of its in
unrehearsed.
things. I ’ll read you this Poop sheet completeness it is also false. More than
*
*
*
here: “ ‘ One Summer of Happiness’ is being just a body com posed of cells
W ednesday features the show that I the story of two young people in love. man is love and hate, music and rage
ask you in advance not to tell the end Their intense emotional attraction finds pride and passion, reverence and bru
ing of. This is the kind of movie that no sympathy among the elders of the tality, laughter and tears, hope and in
you only see once because the ending community, and in an outburst of com  sanity, ignorance and infirmity, life and
would spoil the second viewing. It plete surrender on a warn summer eve, death, mercy, kindness, goodness and
was voted the “ Best foreign film of they find supreme jo y .” N ow there’s generosity and the urge to build
the year” by New Y ork film critics. the plot but the beauty apart from all
Man can conceive OF God, but how
“ Diabolique.” The very name sounds controversy is to befoun.d in the film’s can he hope to define God. For defini
scary. This is a French film with sub ow n unravelling. It has been around tion requires comprehension, and man
titles, and for those who can’t read, before and was requested again, so here is incapable of understanding his bro
there is enough popcorn to (drink it is. Ulla Jacobson (girl) and Folke thers, or even that which should be
coke) last four days; in, cooperation Sundquiste (b oy ) are the stars. This most obvious to him; himself.
with civil defense regulations. A t the is a Swedish flick.
W e are, intellectually, a race of chil
*
*
*
very start a morbid fascination will
dren. W e cannot look at the covers of
grasp you in its midst and twist your
Finally on Saturday the feature is a book, or the dust thereon, and know
mind ruthlessly into the shape of a “ M oby Dick,” starring Gregory Peck, what lies within. And as yet we are
question mark. But, so as not to deface Richard Basehart and Leo Genn. If unable to read what is written every
public property, the last reel explodes there is any show you must cut out where by the Finger of God.
answers all over the place and you will for econom y’s sake, I ’d say to eliminate
RON LE B L O N D
stumble out onto the street looking this one, but that doesn’t detract from
TE C H , ’58
normal and feeling dazed and full of the calibre of the production. It is a
(drink coke) awe.
marvelous reproduction of the era o f
1843 that is depicted in the novel, and
Aid for polio victims in 1958 will
the atmosphere of whaling days is real require $21,100,000 or only $600,000
If you like Hitchcock, you’ll love the both in settings and characters. The less than last year, according to esti
satire in “ The Trouble W ith H arry.” killing of the whale and all the other mates of the National Foundation for
This is the funniest 'that a topic of fury, excitement, hate, and compulsion Infantile Paralysis. Help those already
death can get and the newest twist in is vividly real and well worth seeing. crippled by giving to the March of
movies yet. The whole production was The drawback is that most people know Dimes.
done in Vermont and all buildings were the story and its interest lies mainly
built for the film. It’s odd, and you’ll in the young people. This program has
Sports reports come your way at 7:15
love it. The billing says it’s for a so been brought to you by subliminal ap every day, Sunday through Friday, on
,
W M D R , 650 on your dial.
phisticated audience which is a com  perception.

Current Cinema . . .

rights to be accepted limb for limb and
pigment for pigment as a man beside
(continued from page 4)
other men.
ous with his life to be caged behind
The White Man sits on his throne of
the iron bars of discrimination.
hypocrisy. Maybe he thinks; probably he
So, White Man, you don’t like that?
doesn’t. While the Negro waits for his
How about another war? You’ll let
charter to life, society will plunder his
me stand beside you then. You fought
culture. Society will take the Negro’s
over men in the war of Brother
history for its own history, his spirit
against Brother; you pulled me in
for its own spirit, his sweat for its own
beside you in the Hell of the two
sweat, and force the Negro into another
world wars. And while we’re talking
Storyville exodus.
about wars, did you forget 1812?
The Negro, in his search for social ac
Did you forget Toussaint L’Ouverceptance, has left himself and his culture
ture and Dessalines and how they
undefended against the parasites of white
f
fought Napoleon with fire and musk
society. The White Man takes the Black
ets and machetes? How about an
Man’s rhythm, his colors, his songs, his
other war White Man? Then you’ll
symbolism, his faith, and in exchange
know our blood is red and human
gives the Negro seats in the rear, homes
like yours.
in the slums, misrepresentation and an
And so the Negro demands his divine altogether filthy, underprivileged world.

Color Scheme . . .

The degraded world of the Negro gives
rise to more rhythm, more color, more
songs, more symbolism, and more humor
and faith; and again the white parasite
sucks this up.
Run, Black M an! Run, White Man,
catch him ! Faster faster, Black Man,
Stop. Turn and snarl. Dodge the
whistling, black whip-lash. Then run,
Black Man. R un! Take your colors,
your blacks, reds, browns and golds.
Take your rhythm and your tapping
feet. Take your humor, darkness,
drum beat, and excitement. Take them
all with you. Run, Black Man. Run!
Faster faster —
Now, White Man, the Black Man has
gone. He’s never been, except in the
black depths of your own guilty mind;
so sit with smug selfishness in your
world. Undisturbed, colorless — empty.

PAG E FIVE

Talent Show . . .

Tirrell Honored . .

(continued from page 1)
A t intermission,
Y ong-Y oopaluck
Kasemsant, better known as “ Lek” ,
will do a Temple dance from her native
Thailand.
,
The first prize winner will have his
or her name inscribed on a plaque
which will be placed in the Memorial
Union, and will also receive an audition
for the Gene Jones Show in Boston.
He or she will compete in the Regional
Talent Show of all the New England
colleges which will ibe held here at the
University May 24.

(continued from page 1)
program by generously lending the in
stitution her stallions, and shown a
genuine interest in the educational op
portunities offered by the University.
The Management has invited Mr.
Barney Stecker of Brooklyn, New
Y ork to officiate as Judge of the show.
Mr. Stecker is considered an outstand
ing judge in all divisions and is highly
recommended by the New England
Horseman’s Council and the New
Hampshire H orse and Trail A ssocia
tion. He is an exceptionally popular
judge in the eastern states area and
will make his debut in New England
on May 11.

Educational TV . . .
(continued from page 1)
the allocation of the channel to New
Hampshire for educational purposes in
all probability will be revoked by the
FCC and it will be made available to
commercial interests.
Channel 11 is a highly desirable out
let, the Council said, because it is with
in the very high frequency range which
all television sets are capable of receiv
ing. It is the only one which has not
been activated in this part of New En
gland. A V H F channel is valued at
more than $1,000,000' as a commercial
station, the Council said.

Mr. Nathaniel Bigelow of Goffstown,
N. H., an officer of the New England
Morgan H orse Club and Treasurer of
the New Hampshire H orse and Trail
Association, will serve as Ringmaster.
The Steward is Mr. W allace Dennis of
Lee. N. H.
The University of New Hampshire
Horse Show is featuring 26 classes in
11 major divisions. Further information
concerning the show may be obtained
from Miss Martha Gordon, Show Se
cretary, Alpha Chi Omega, Madbury
Road, in Durham.

OnCanQQfi

with
Max Stefan

{By the Author o f " Rally Round the Flag, Boys! "and,
“ Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

FOR BETTER OR FOR WORSE
The first thought that comes into our minds upon entering
college is, of course, marriage. But how many of us go about
seeking mates, as I like to call them, in a truly scientific manner?
N ot many, you may be sure.
So let us today make a scientific survey of the two principal
causes of marriage—personality need and propinquity.
Personality need means that we choose mates because they
possess certain qualities that complete and fulfill our own per
sonalities. Take, for example, the case of Alanson Duck.
As a freshman Alanson made a fine scholastic record, played
varsity scrabble, and was president of his class. One would
think that Alanson was a totally fulfilled man. But he was not.
There was something lacking in his life, something vague and
indefinable that was needed to make his personality complete.
Then one day Alanson discovered what it was. As he was
walking out of his class in Flemish pottery, a fetching coed
named Grace Ek offered him a handsome red and white pack
and said, “ M arlboro?”
“ Y es!” he cried, for all at once he knew what he had been
needing to round out his personality—the hearty fulfillment of
Marlboro Cigarettes, the soul-repairing mildness of their fine
tobacco, the easy draw of their unparalleled filter, the ease and
convenience of their crushproof flip-top box. “ Yes, I will take a
M arlboro!” cried Alanson. “ And I will also take you to wife
if you will have m e !”
“ L a !” she exclaimed, throwing her apron over her face. But
after a while she removed it and they were married. Today
they live happily in Baffin Land where Alanson is with an
otter-glazing firm and Grace is a bookie.
Propinquity, the second principal cause of marriage, simply
means closeness. Put a boy and a girl close together for a sus
tained period of time and their proximity will certainly ripen
into love and their love into marriage. A perfect example is
the case of Fafnir Sigafoos.
While a freshman at Louisiana State University, Fafnir was
required to crawl through the Big Inch pipeline as part of his
fraternity initiation. He entered the pipe at Baton Rouge and,
alone and joyless, he proceeded to crawl north.

Happy news!
The ARROW

As he passed Lafayette, Indiana, he was agreeably surprised
to be joined by a comely girl named Mary Alice Isinglass, a
Purdue freshman, who, oddly enough, had to crawl through
the Big Inch as part of her sorority initiation.

University Glen

This brand-new shirt style com
bines your favorite features: but
ton at rear of collar, box pleat
in back and Mitoga®-tapered fit.
(See illustration.) In stripes,
checks, solids, $5.00 and up.
Cluetty Peabody 6? Co.t Inc.

Chatting amiably as they crawled through Ohio, Pennsyl
vania, and New York State, Fafnir and Mary Alice discovered
they had much in common—like a mutual affection for licorice,
bobsledding, and the nonsense verse of Arnold Toynbee. When
they reached the Vermont border they were going steady, and
when they emerged from the pipe at Boothbay Harbor, Maine,
they were engaged.

A R R O W -* —first In fashion

vhe College Shop
P. O. Block

Durham, N. H.

After a good hot bath they were married and today they live
in Klamath Falls, Oregon, where Fafnir is in the weights and
measures department and Mary Alice is in the roofing game.
They have three children, all named Norman. © isss. Maxshutman

Propinquity is sure to mean love when you pu t yourself
close to a pack of Marlboros, made for your pleasure by the
sponsors of this column.
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Scenes From The Sidelines

UNH Wildcats Edge
Hawks And Huskies
By P A U L B O U T IL IE R
W ell, our ferocious W ildcats Sextet closed out their season last
Saturday evening in their usual championship form by tearing
apart the hungry Huskies from Northeastern. The game was marred
by numerous infractions that went unnoticed (at least uncalled)
and a few tempers were lost, resulting in several violent, freeswinging pugilistic incidents.
Early in the game, the W ildcat’s Ray March was given a goingover by a couple of the opposing players, and he retaliated not in
the expected manner, but instead skated swiftly down-ice to the
Northeastern cage where he set up a magnificent scoring play, thus
humiliating the opponents who had roughed him u p ! Ray ma
neuvered skillfully to a vantage point, then slapped a pass to
George Marineau who drove it home.
From then on, the game was fast and furious, and at one point
late in the third period with the home club grimly holding on to a
4-3 lead, it appeared that the final outcome might be anybody’s
guess. But the Wildcats, aided immeasurably by the spectacular
goal tending of “ B ozo” Kennedy, managed to hold on, and even
copped another goal to ice the win, 5-3.
W ildcat Quintet Also Concludes Season’s Play
Pete Smilikis took scoring honors for the W ildcats in their final
game of the season, in which they squeezed by the Hawks from
St. Anselm, 71-69. Pete tallied 19 points, in addition to pulling down
some key rebounds.
Coach Bill Olsen has had a great deal of success with his project
of rebuilding the U NH varsity roster. The club has turned in some
impressive performances this season.
Early in the season, “ Hustlin” Bobby Hurst and Dick Loiselle
helped spark the team to several victories until they suffered in
juries. Loiselle barely had time to hang up his football cleats be
fore he donned his sneakers.
Terry Parmenter has been very effective in the backcourt all
season. And the trio of Crosby Peck, D oug Macey, and Dick Ericson thrilled us “ aplenty” with their consistently accurate jumpshooting.
Jim Greene, who joined the club at the beginning of this semester,
rapidly adapted himself to the W ildcats’ style of play, and proved
himself more than capable to fill the vacancy left by the absence of
Hurst.
This year’s squad was made up mostly of sophomores, therefore
we can certainly anticipate an even stronger club next year.
Spring Track Soon

W ith the running of the Connecticut Relays on March 22, the
current W inter Track season will conclude and it will not be very
long before the Spring Track season opens. Some of the individual
performances in the recent W inter Track meets are a clear indi
cation that U N H will have a powerful Spring Track team this year.
So any of you freshmen and upperclassmen who are interested in
joining the team, contact Coach Paul Sweet at the Field House.
There is always room for more names on the roster. And we can’t
think of a more highly-respected coach than Paul Sweet.
Explanation of Reny’s Ridiculous Remarks
In our “ Letter to the Editor” column, we recently printed a letter
from Bob Reny, former Station Manager of W M D R , who com 
plained that I had caused “ ill feelings” when I exposed the rather
deplorable broadcasting facilities being used by the sports staff
of W M D R in the Field House.

Freshman Crowned
Rifle Team Wins
UNH Hoopsters
Nip Hawks 71-69 Match With Harvard Queen At Berlin's
The University Rifle Team defeated J
By Paul Boutilier
Harvard by a score of 1413 to 1409 Feb. Winter Carnival Ball
The University of New Hampshire’s 28. High scorers for the match were
W ildcats concluded the current basket
ball season here at Durham by virtue
of a hard-earned 71-69 victory over the
quintet from St. Anselm ’ s. A t one point
it appeared that the U N H five would
run away with it but the Hawks rallied
to force it right down to the wire.
A goal-tending violation by one of
the visiting players with only 11 sec
onds remaining in the game enabled
the W ildcats to pull it out. Pete Davis,
U N H sophomore, had fired a jump
shot and one of the Hawks jumped up
and touched the net.
W ith seven minutes to go, the W ild 
cats were riding the crest of a 14 point
lead, but the H aw ks’ sophom ore T om
R ooney sparked a rally that resulted
in a 69-69 tie. R ooney kept the inva
ders’ hopes alive by pouring in 12
points within the last six minutes.
The game was well played through
out, and spectator interest was increas
ed considerably by the uphill effort
by the losers. This encounter was a
make-up game, having been postponed
in January due to illness on the St.
Anselm squad.
Pete Smilikis of Hudson and D oug
Macey from Concord led the W ild 
cats’ scoring attack, netting 19 and 17
points, respectively.
The H aw ks’ T om R oon ey was high
man for the game with 29.
In the preliminary game, also a
make-up, the U N H Wildkittens dow n
ed the St. Anselm Freshmen five, 7061.
The Summary:
St. Anselm
UNH
6
9
Ericson
Barrett
14
2
Broderick
Greene
12
Martin
7
Davis
7
Beaudry
4
Lepore
29
19
Rooney
Smilikis
17
Bailey
6
Macey
Healy
0
0
Parmenter
8
Gearan
0
Peck

New Hampshire’ s Gordon Hammond and
Emery Bassett, who both shot 286’s. This
was the last regular league match of the
season ,which gives the team a record of
5 wins and 3 defeats. Hammond finished
the season with a league average of’
287.43 which gives him a second place.
High average for the season was shot
by Milton Friend of the University of
Maine.
The following day the Northern New
England Collegiate Rifle League shootoff was held on this campus. Harvard,
M.I.T., Dartmouth, Maine, Vermont, St.
Michaels and this University competed
in the match. M .I.T. placed first with a
1421. Harvard was second with a 1404.
U N H was third with a 1401. High
shooter for the University was Ham
mond with a 285. William Zeller was
second with a 280.
Hammond will be graduating this June
along with William Brown of Port
Washington, New York, and the team’s
manager Duncan Gilchrist of Malden,
Mass. The team will have several new
shooters coming in to take their place.
Astonishing and encouraging results
are being obtained today in the physi
cal and econom ic rehabilitation of para
lytic polio victims. But millions of dol
lars are needed for this work. Support
of the 1958 March of Dimes is im
perative.
In the field of professional medical
education, March of Dimes appropria
tions and grants since 1938 have totall
ed $28,900,000. A total of 7,000 w ork
ers in 27 categories have been helped
in their training. Support the 1958
March of Dimes.

University freshman Miss JoAnn Sini
baldi was crowned Queen of the Carni
val Ball in Berlin, N. H., on March 1.
Mr. Probt, Vice-President of the Brown
Company, crowned Miss Sinibaldi in the
newly completed Berlin Armory.
The Winter Carnival is
an annual
event held in connection with the Inter
national Ski Jumping Competition and
the FIS tryouts. It is sponsored by the
Nansen Ski Club with the cooperation
of the Berlin Chamber of Commerce.
This year Kenneth Fysh, president of the
Nansen Ski Club, acted as general chair
man.
On Sunday the queen presided over
the jumping and cross-country events and
the FIS tryout. The jumping was_ held
at the famed eighty-meter Berlin jump,
which is the highest in the Western
hemisphere. For the first time in many
years, JoAnn commented, it was neces
sary to remove snow from the jump.
That evening she presented trophies
to thevictorious skiers at a banquet held
in the Colonial Room of the Hotel Cos
tello. Among the day’s winners were class
A jumpers Roger Dion of Kimball Union
Academy, Charles Trembly of the Brattleboro Outing Club, and Art Devlin
skiing for the Snow Birds of Lake Pla
cid.
A graduate of St. Pat’s High School
in 1957, JoAnn was active in cheering
and various dramatic presentations. She
entered the University intending to major
in Occupational Therapy but is now con
sidering a major in the field of English
Literature. On campus she has particioated in Sailing Club and Newman Club.
Recently she was pledged by Chi Omega.
JoAnn is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Sinibaldi of 556 Champlain
St., Berlin.

Classical music is aired Sunday
through Friday at 8:00 p.m. over
W M D R , 650 on your dial.

Reny claims that my statements were unauthorized and inaccurate
This is ridiculous. I personally climbed up to the broadcasting area
in question during the broadcasting of one recent game and was
informed by the sportscasters, Jim Oeser and Herb Brown, that
they definitely had not chosen the present site and certainly were
not satisfied with it. W hat more authorization and accuracy does
anyone need? It seems that Reny chose the present area, despite
being warned by Mr. Lundholm (Director of the Field House)
that it was unsafe, and without taking into consideration the needs
and/or desires of the men who had to use the facilities. You know
the routine — the big brass makes the decisions and to h— with
the rank-and-file.
Perhaps I should mention here that I am a member of W M D R
having been a Staff Announcer since the beginning of the year. I
am as devoted to Mike and Dial as I am to The New Hampshire,
thus my interest in the plight of the sportscasters.
Since Reny was well aware of the fact that I also am a member
of Mike and Dial, one would normally expect him to approach me
with his complaints. But (and don’t you notice a definite lack of
courage here?) he instead chose to submit a letter to the editor,
who simply gave the letter to me. After reading it, I returned it
to the editor for publication. Enough said.

Outing Club Hold Election
The University’s Outing Club held
elections on March 3 with the following
results: Dean Eggert, president; Vaughn
Cameron, vice-president; Carol Catlin,
secretary; Margo Jones, treasurer.

Arnold Air Society Elects
Officers of Flying Squadron
The Arnold Air Society elected its
officers at a meeting last week. Gerald
Arsenault was elected commander of the
Harl Pease flying squadron, Ronald Dem
ijohn its executive officer and John Kopka its comptroller. George Mauro is now
adjutant recorder, Richard Cashion, op
erations officer and Allan Sawyer, public
information officer.
A more complete schedule of activities
is being drawn up. This will include din
ner parties and tours of the Pease Air
Force Base in Portsmouth. Several long
distance flights are also being considered.
If you like jazz and popular music,
listen to Music on the Deck at 9:15 p.m.
every Tuesday on W M D R .

"lest your*
personality power
/ Give your psyche a workout )
\
—A dler a little !
/
YES

1. Do you think all coeds should be required to wear the

3. Do you go to see foreign films just for the plot?..

□ □
■CD □
1□
■I 11—1
-I—1□
□ CD
-CD [=□
-CD □
—

4. Do you think the school week is too short?-------5. Do you question this statement: “ The best tobacco gives
you the best smoke” ?............................................ ......................
6. Do you sit as far away as possible from the prettiest gal in
class in order to concentrate better on your studies?---------7. Do you think the study of Home Economics is all a girl
needs for a happy married life?......................................... .......
8. Do you think your professors are too lenient in grading
exam papers? .........
-....................... ......................

If you answered “ No” to all questions, you obvi
ously smoke Camels - a real cigarette. Only 6 or
7 “No” answers mean you better get on to Camels
fast. Fewer than 6 “ No’s” and it really doesn’t
matter what you smoke. Anything’s good enough!

NO

But if you want to e n jo y smoking as never before,
switch to Camels. Nothing else tastes so rich,
smokes so mild. Today more people smoke Camels
than any other cigarette. The best tobacco gives
you the best smoke. Try Camels and you’ll agree!

Have a real cigarette- have a Camel

R. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company,
■Winston-Salem, N. C.
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UNH Ski Team
Winds-Up
Current Season

Wildcat Sextet
Downs Huskies
By Paul Boutilier
The scene opened with Ray March
deftly setting up a scoring play after
having been thrashed severely about
the head and shoulders by the opposi
tion, and ended nearly two hectic, vio
lence-filled hours later when the final
buzzer signified the U N H W ildcats’
5-3 win over the Northeastern Huskies.
The W ildcats, eager to win this,
their final game of the season, met
tough opposition in the Huskies, who
were fresh from an upset win over
Harvard. But with Mike Frigard turn
ing the ha-t trick and “ B ozo” Kennedy
in the nets, the W ildcats were unbeat
able.
The U N H sextet was enjoying a 3-0
lead going into the final period. This
was short-lived however, as the visitors
rammed home tw o goals within one
minute of play midway through the
final stanza. Frigard then copped his
second goal of the night on a pass from
George Marineau. Northeastern scored
again minutes later, however, increas
ing the anxiety of the fans as well as
the W ildcats. But with only four sec
onds remaining, Frigard drove home
his third tally in the game, to ice the
win for the ’ Cats.
Albie Brodeur and Buster Clegg as
sisted on Mike’s final goal.
Coach “ Pepper” Martin’s charges
have been riding high all season, and
they wanted this one badly. The win
gave the W ildcats a seasonal record of
13 victories and 3 losses, an impressive
record indeed.
Numerous penalties were
called
throughout the contest, and on several
occasions, lost tempers resulted in
glove-dropping, .toe-to-toe slugfests.
But despite this, the U N H squad, being
the colorful team that it is, held on to
win.
T w o nights earlier at Batchelder
Rink, the same “ W hirling” W ildcats
easily turned back the Alumni, 10-5.
The varsity started the game with their
substitute goalie, John Blewett, in the
nets. But when the Alumni skaters
copped two goals in the second period
while holding the varsity scoreless,
Coach Martin quickly inserted the
“ sensation of the season” , “ B ozo”
Kennedy.
The Summaries:

The University of New Hampshire
Ski Team recently concluded its sched
uled activities for the season 'by com 
peting in the National Collegiate Athle
tic Association championship meet held
at Hanover, N. H., where they finished
sixth.
U N H ’s second place finish at the
Norwich Carnival, Feb. 21-22 was its
best performance as far as the records
go. Finishing fourth in the Middlebury
meet on Feb. 14-15 and qualifying for
the N C A A meet held at Hanover, was
the most important finish for Coach
Ed B lood’s boys. The varsity roster is
dominated by sophomores, who will
be around for at least tw o more years
o f skiing under the watchful eye of
Blood.
Graduating in June are Captain H er
bie Adams, a consistent point winner
for the W ildcats in jumping and cross
country, D ick Daley of Groveton, N
H., who scored for U N H in the Alpine
events and Jack Eckels, one o f three
Laconia boys on the squad who also
performed well in slalom and downhill.
Junior Einar Dohien, who is from
Oslo, Norway, is the team’s outstand
ing jumper. Dohien was practically un
beatable in collegiate competition this
year and finished third in the N C A A
meet last weekend. Einar also skis
cross-country for the W ildcats.
Sophom ores on the team are Butch
Hall and Andre Lamothe, who was in
jured in the season and did not com
pete at Hanover, both from Laconia.
B obby Felker o f Durham, Francis
“ W hitey” Frasier of Conway, and Dave
Farrell of Andover, N. H.
Hall finished first for U N H in cross
country last weekend and was third
best W ildcat in the jump. Felker was
the first U N H man to place in slalom
and placed third for the ’ Cats in the
downhill event, giving him twenty
seventh in the overall combined. Dave
Farrell was the first W ildcat and
twelfth-best in the two-trial down-hill
at Hanover. He was third in the com 
bined downhill and slolom for U N H
skiers.
Frasier finished fourth for the Blue
and W hite in the jump. He has been
a consistent performer for Coach Ed
Blood in this, and in the cross-country First Period
events all year.
U N H , Marineau (M arch) 10:20
U N H , Frigard (unassisted) 11:55
Second Period
U N H , Dube (C legg) 15:30

Don Bedard
Elected Captain
O f Winter Track

Donald Bedard, outstanding 600 yard
runner and anchor man on the unbeat
en freshman relay team was elected
captain of the current freshman winter
track team.
Bedard prepared for the University
at Keene High School and at Tilton
Prep, and at both he was a star runner,
winning the State 440 yard Champion
ship for Keene in 1956 and running the
anchor leg on its Penn Relay One Mile
Championship Team in the same year.
In his first season at U N H , Don set
a new freshman record of 1:17.5 for
the 600 yard run in the Bates meet
and equalled it at Tufts later in the
season. He was unbeaten in six winter
races at 600 yards and placed third in
the Ryder 440 in t he B.A.A. meet
against outstanding varsity college run
ners in the time of 51.6 seconds. His
driving finishes in his leg of the mile
relay has turned defeat into victory on
several occasions.
The National Foundation for Infan
tile Paralysis says that one in three
o f those already hit by paralytic polio
can benefit today by new methods of
rehabilitation. Help make that possible
by giving to the 1958 March o f Dimes.
Symphony by Glenn . . . the music of
Glenn Miller for 15 minutes every Sun
day on W M D R .

MAUPINTOURS/1958

ADVENTURE! EDUCATION!

TRAVEL! SUMMER 1958!
Join a special American-directed,
student/teacher tour through
the Soviet Union. Choose from
six departure dates . .. travel
to seldom-visited cities such as
Kiev of the Ukraine, Stalingrad,
Odessa, Yalta, Sochi. Tbilisi of
Soviet Georgia, Kharkov . . .
enjoy a Volga River or Black Sea
cruise . . . see Leningrad and
Moscow. Visit Warsaw, Prague
and the Brussels’ World Fair . . .
plus extensions to the European
Capitals.
inclusive rate from $1369, from
New York. Reservations limited,
apply now for sufficient time
to secure Russian visa. Write
today for descriptive folder.
See your travel agent or
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Here is the most sensational Wildcat Varsity Hockey team in U N H history, left to right, front row: John Blewett,
Jennings, Joe Upton, Ray March, Bambi King, Read, Heeland, and “Bozo” Kennedy. Back row, left to right: George
Marineau, McNevin, Johnson, Patch, “Buster” Clegg, Wilder, Mike Frigard, Dube, Kravchuck, Brodeur, and Coach
Pepper Martin.
(Purdyfoto)
Third Period
Northeastern, W hite (unassisted) 11:44
Northeastern, Cronin (Lam bert) 11:54
U N H Frigard (Marineau) 14:15
Northeastern, Pareski (Lam bert) 17:49
U N H , Frigard (Brodeur, Clegg) 19:56
First Period
U N H , March (R ead) 4:04
U N H , Marineau (M arch, Read) 4:06
U N H , Marineau (M arch) 11:35
U N H , Read (M arch) 11:45
Alumni, Boucher (R. Poirer) 15:15
U N H , Frigard, (unassisted) 19:38
Second Period
Alumni, K elly (N oel) 8:13
Alumni, R. Poirer (B oucher) 13:30
Third Period
U N H , Upton (D ube) :38
U N H , Dube (Upton, Patch) 1:47
Alumni, Villeneuve (Boucher) 6:32
U N H , K ing (Jennings) 11:50
U N H , K ing (Jennings) 12:10
U N H , Dube (P atch )

SENIORS
Please order your

CAPS AND GOWNS
O n or Before April 1st

Uhe College Shop

17:45

Alumni, Villeneuve (unassisted) 18:00
Saves:
U N H , Blewett-14, Kennedy-12
Alumni, Houley-15, Barry-15

Brad Mclntire
P. O. BLOCK

DURHAM, N. H.

A ir Conditioning-tem peratures m ade to o rd e r—
for all-weather comfort. G e t a dem onstration!

OCEAN TO OCEAN ACROSS SOUTH
AMERICA— AND BACK— IN 41 HOURS!

C H E V Y ’S N E W V8 L E V E L S
T H E H IG H E S T , H A R D E S T
H IG H W A Y O V E R T H E A N D E S !
To prove the durability of Chev
rolet's radical new Turbo-Thrust
V8,* the tremendous flexibility of
the new Turboglide transmission,*
the incredible smoothness of Full
Coil suspension, we tackled the most
challenging transcontinental road in
the world — the 1,000-mile General
San Martin Highway. To make it
harder, the Automobile Club of
Argentina sealed the hood shut at
Buenos Aires — no chance to add
oil or water or adjust carburetors
for high altitude.
So the run began — across the
blazing Argentine pampas, into the
ramparts of the forbidding Andes.
Up and up the road climbed, almost
2jr miles in the sky! Drivers
gasped for oxygen at 12,572 feet —
but the Turbo-Thrust V8 never
slackened its torrent of power, the
Full Coil springs smothered every
bump, the Turboglide transmission
made play of grades up to 30
percent. Then a plunge to the
Pacific at Valparaiso, Chile, a
quick turn-around and back again.
Time for the round trip: 41 hours
14 minutes — and the engine was
never turned off!

*Extra-cost option.

You’ll get the best buy on the best seller!

The sure-footed Chevrolet purrs past a roa d sign that s a y s “ d a n g e r " —
and a h e a d lies the toughest part of the perilous A n d e a n climb!

KEEP Y O U R H EA D L IG H T S A IM E D RIG H T

Tom Maupin
TOUR ASSOCIATES
V M M /

1236 Massachusetts
Lawrence / Kansas

See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for quick appraisal—prompt delivery/glfSS
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Stein on Shaw . . .
(continued from page 4)
with civilization. Deromantioize human
beings, he might have said, to get them
to differentiate between the useless illu
sions of romance and the useful romance
o f reality. In asking men to seek reality,
he was not eager to inspire the sinner to
repent, but rather to have the righteous
who acted “a>s if” he was civilized. This
led Shaw to the target which Doolittle
labeled “middle-class morality”
Although this enemy, middle-class
morality, provided the whipping boy for
many of his plays, in the beginning was
poverty, an even greater sin. Shaw hated
poverty. He spent his earliest writings
deploring the condition, and his lifetime
accumulating the means of escaping it.
As his love affair with civilization be
came more heated the sin of poverty
seemed to play a less cardinal role, for
he took unto himself the torch of edu
cation. He didn’t abandon poverty; he
simply extended the meaning of it.
O ’Casey says of Shaw’s concern with
education and poverty:
He fought for education trimly at
times and again with a laughing vio
lence ; education for a ll; not only the
instruction in reading, writing, and
arithmetic — so long the trinity of
the working class — to make them fit
for the toil of the factory and the
workshops ; but an education fitting
them to educate themselves and be
come genial, civilized human beings;
education that gave them a grand
chance of enjoying music, of scenting
out the flowers of literature, of trac
ing the line and feeling of the color
and form of painting, and of hear
ing Shakespeare’s voice speaking out
loud.
Shaw could have been the father of the
Humanities Course.
This desire to educate, Eric Bentley
points out in his book, Bernard Shaw,
is a frequent spirit in the plays. Shaw is
not the only teacher nor the only propa
gandist. Characters, with Shaw’s help,
teach other characters how to live in
telligently : Cleopatra is Caesar’s pupil;
Higgins teaches Liza; Barbara and Susins are taught by Papa Undershaft; Dick
Dudgeon teaches Judith; Candida teaohes
both the poet Marchbanks and the hus
band M orell; Joan teaches everybody.
W ho is taught, however, is not as im
portant as what is taught, and usually
the same lesson is learned: how to be
civilized; how to live with the dignity
befitting the loftiest offspring of the life
force. The teacher leads the pupil to
self-knowledge, and by ripping away the
pupil’s romantic notions about love, honor,
pride, fear, faith, and loyalty, forces the
pupil to know these feelings as they real
ly are — not as the person pretends to
feel them, but as he really feels them.
Once the teacher has reduced the pupil
to this state, he can help him rise to
the status of a member of the civilized
community of men. The pupil is now free
to harbor romantic notions, just as the

ROBERT P. ALIE
450 Central Ave.
Dover, N. H.
Over Newberry's
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Portsmouth G E 6-2605
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Washington Reports to the People
Wednesday night at 9:15. Speaker
yet to be announced.
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Ernest, H em ingw a y's

A Farewell To Arms
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Prescriptions Filled
Prompt Service on Repairs
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Doctor of Optometry
Hours 9-5
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teacher harbours them, for without these
notions even civilization would be intol Bishop W right Addresses
erable. First the person must know the Student Assembly Tonight
truth about himself, for “ the ■knowledge
His Excellency John J. W right, D.
of this truth shall set him free.” When
Shaw’s superman says, “ I am, therefore D. Bishop of WorChester will make
I think,” he is stating the basic credo of his eighth appearance on campus to
Shaw’s civilized man. Arms and The Man night under the auspices of the New
is in this teaching tradition, and Sergius man Club. The Bishop will speak at a
displays his thrill in having benefits from public lecture in the Strafford R oom
contact with an exponent of this credo of the Memorial Union Building at
when he says of Bluntschli, the chocolate 7 :30 p.m. As his topic, the Bishop has
soldier of civilization, the ancestor of chosen “ T w o Urgently Needed Vir
the D Bar, “ What a man. Is he a man! tues” .
W hile at Boston College, the Bis
I mentioned that as a writer of comedy,
Shaw was optimistic about the future of hops’ ability to debate was discovered
man. This is not to deny that he was and he was awarded the annual Fulton
frequently depressed by the knowledge of medal for oratory. A vigorous and dy
“ what man has made of man,” but his namic speaker, the Bishop is considered
writings never ceased to express the “ one of the greatest Catholic orators
basic optimism of the writer. He drama in the United States today” .
A reception will be held, follow ing
tized it by putting men capable of being
civilized on the stage! To Shaw, man the lecture. This meeting is open to the
could be civilized if he would put forth public and anyone who wishes to attend
the effort to promote civilization. Benn is cordially invited to do so. The pro
Levy, in a Fabian Memorial Lecture in gram is under the chairmanship of
1951, mentioned that Shaw would never Andy Buni. The committee is com pos
allow himself the luxury of despair. “ If ed o f: Claire Bagley, and Robert
despair,” Levy said, “ is our current lit Trouville, reception; Pat Dick, invita
erary malaise, that is because ours is tion; Ed Doherty, publicity; and Joyce
a tired world. It and not comedy is of Kelly, ushers.
course the real escapism; for a luxurious
hoplessntess absolves us from the obliga
tion of effort.” Shaw never stopped teach
ing. He could not afford to stop teaching,
for he had enlisted in the human race
650 O N THE DIAL
and its thwarted journey into civilization.
One might question the value such a
propagandist could have in the world of Program Schedule for March 13 to
belles-lettres. Whatever Shaw’s place is, March 19.
a place does exist for him. He has the
distinction of having contributed more Friday, March 14
dramatic literature to the library of the
A musical series of the Air Force
modern English drama than any other entitled “ Manhatten M elodies.” The
writer. Although some of the dramatic program is of fifteen minute length
is not theatrically effective, and al beginning at 9:15 p.m. and features
though in many cases one might mutter well-known, artists in popular and jazz
Gleopatrals “he wfords me girls, he selections.
words me,” still Shaw’s voice has been
too clear, his wit too incisive, his mind Tuesday, March 18
A musical series entitled “ Music on
too sterling for the literator to find him
minor. He practiced the craft of play- Deck.” It begins at 9:15 p.m. and fea
writing as he had it from tradition, and tures fifteen minutes of well-known
he distorted that tradition to fit his own popular and jazz artists.
creative needs. If plot is the soul of Lucky Strike News
comedy as well as of tragedy, many of
Daily, Sunday through Friday at 7:00
his plays such as Arms And The Man and 9:00 p.m. National and regional
would have a- timid soul. And Shaw coverage. 15 minute length.
would have it that way. “ Plot,” he said, Five Minute News
“has always been the curse of serious
Daily, Sunday through Friday, at
drama, and indeed of serious literature 8, 10', 11, and 12:00 p.m. Same coverage
of any kind.” This serious literature was as Lucky Strike News.
his constant objective. His comedies are
agents in his campaign against the tyr Classical Hour
anny ^of illusion. Levy has called this
Daily, Sunday through Friday, 6:00'
fight,” the campaign for the emanci to 7 :0O. A show presented by R C A Red
pation of the human animal.” Shaw’s Seal Records featuring some o f the
body of work is a monument to this best in classical music.
emancipation. And despite his disappoint
ment in men — “ to the end of history Nightfall
Daily, Sunday through Friday, 11:05
murder shall breed murder, always in
the name of right and honor and peace, to 12:00 p.m. A show presenting quiet
until the gods are tired of blood and music designed for late-in-the-evening
create a race that can understand -—” listening.
his voice thundered his dream of that World of Sports
race “ which will be able to receive its
Daily, Sunday through Friday, 7:15
saints.”
to 7 :30 p.m.

|

Jennifer Jones
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The Brain From Planet
AROUS
Plus!

TEEN AG E M O N STER

It is estimated that one in three o f
the 300,000 persons alive today who
have had paralytic polio could still
benefit from modern rehabilitation
methods. Survival is not enough. Give
to the 1958 March o f Dimes.
‘W e have already found that many
polio victims sitting idle in wheel chairs
may be returned to useful and profit
able occupations.” — Basil O ’ Connor,
president, National Foundation for In
fantile Paralysis.

Greek World Names
New Office-Holders
During the past few weeks many of Bean; Chaplain, Olin Braids; House
the sororities and fraternities have held Manager, Clifton Cloud.
their annual election. Officers elected
Alpha Tau Omega: President, Jack
in the sororities are as follow s:
Navin; Vice-President, Carl Hildebrand;
Alpha Chi Omega: President, Cyn Secretary, Robert Hall; Treasurer, Rich
thia Gould; First Vice-President, Lois ard Nugent.
Van Gestal, Second Vice-President, Bev
Kappa Sigma: President, Charles
Engelhardt; Corresponding Secretary,
Martha W illiams; Recording Secretary, Breen; Vice-President, Dick Arranosian;
Pat D ick; Treasurer, Marilyn Negel; Secretary, A1 Lucier; House Manager,
Assistant Treasurer, Joyce K elly; Co- Phil Vachon; Treasurer, Roderick Mar
Rusih Chairmen, Martha Gordon and tin I I I ; Board Manager, Norman Fer
Donna Church; Social Chairmen, Carol dinand; Rush Chairman, John O ’Con
Catlin and Carolyn Musser; Historian, nor; Social Chairmen: Sandy Sessler,
Phil Vachon, George Davis; Sergeant
Sally Anthony.
at Arms, Ed Shea.
Alpha Xi Delta: President, Betty
Lambda Chi Alpha: President, Hugh
Truelson; Vice President, Janet Ma
honey; Corresponding Secretary, Nancy Allen; Vice-President, Rudy Matalucci;
Beldotti;
Ritualist,
Osborne; Recording Secretary, Jean Ma- Secretary, Jim
comber; Rush Chairman, Ellen Dukat; Bruce K elly; Rush Chairmen, Frank
McGrail
and
Jim
Ballou.
Treasurer, Judy Patch; Social Chair
man, Alice Viano; Historian, Carolyn
Phi Alpha: President, W illiam Ra
Smalley.
vine; Vice-President, Donald Silverman;
Ansell;
Treasurer,
Chi Omega: President, Joan M ac- Secretary, Leon
Farlane; Vice-President, Barbara Swett; Charles Neos.
Secretary, Marcia Birkenwald; Treas
Phi Delta Upsilon: President, Neal
urer, Sandy Sturdivant; Co-Social Chair
men, Susie Mills and Margaret John Ball; Vice-President, Lanny Ray; Sec
retary,
Roger Croteau; Treasurer, Bill
son; Rush Chairman, Diane Woods.
McBride; Board Manager, Joe Fortier;
Kappa
Delta:
President,
Linda House Manager, John Ferguson; Master
Chickering; Vice-President, Mary Ellen of Ceremonies, Reggie Amazeen; Social
M oore; Secretary, Robin Adam s; A s chairman, Dick Hohly; Athletic Chair
sistant Treasurer, Louise Nutt; Rush man, Joe Fortier ; IFC delegates, Buddy
Chairman, Marion Boothiby; Editor, Uhlman and Bob Brakey; Historian,
Roger Smith.
Sandra Goss.
Phi Mu: President, Trish Draper;
Vice President, Pat Ahern; Secretary,
Chris Johnson; Treasurer, Jane Chand
ler; Co-Social Chairmen, Trish Foster
and Betty Bunker; Co-Rush Chairman,
Rae Marie Cota and Elaine Fraser.

Phi Mu Delta: President, W inston
W hittem ore; Vice-President, Robert
Esposito; Secretary, John Buskey;
Treasurer, John Ram sey; Social Chair
men, Peter Hollister and Jack N orthridge; Chaplain, David Swett.

Theta
Upsilon:
President,
Ann,
Heath; Vice-President, Glaire Karpinski; Secretary, Judy Williams; Treas
urer, Marilyn Partiss; Social Chairman,
Mary Ann Lundy; Rush Chairman,
Carol Mackenzie; Assistant, Fay Barn
ett.
Officers elected in the fraternities are
as follows :

Pi Kappa Alpha: President, Daryl
Flinn; Vice President, John Bullard;
Secretary, Maurice Geoff rion; Treas
urer, Charles Clark; House Manager,.
Darryl Seerup.

Sigma Alpha Epsilon: President,
George Reynolds; Vice-President, Herb
Brown; Secretary, John Zottu; Treas
urer, Skip Barett; Social Chairman,,
Acacia: President, Leon Parker; Charlie Sandquist; Chaplain, Eld Doher
Vice-President, Roger M clntire; Secre ty.
tary, Morris Marshall; Social Chairman,
Sigma Beta; President, Thomas Ber
Briggs Bunker; Treasurer, Granville
gen; Vice-President, Norman Gagne;
Knox.
Secretary, Linwood Purrington; Treas
Alpha Gamma Rho: President, Ed urer, Albert M oody; House Manager,
H ill; Vice-President, Webb Palmer; Gene Christian; Board Manager, Ohanles
Secretary, Emery Bassett; Treasurer, Simpson, Athletic Chairman, Ronald
Malcolm Zwolinski; Social Chairman, Baley; Social Chairman, Dana Palmer.
Jan Van Loon; Rush Chairman, Bruce
Tau Kappa
Epsilon: President,
Thomas Watman; Vice-President, Rob
ert Greene; Secretary, John K oziell;
Treasurer, Douglas W atts; Historian,
Manuel Thomas; Chaplain, Winston
Pinned:
Janet McCusker, Claremont to Jack Warren; Sergeant-at-arms, Ross GangJones, Lambda Chi Alpha; Gigi She loff; Pledge Trainer, Charles French.
pard, Durham to Dave Barcomb, Phi
Theta Chi: President, Larry Kane;
Delta Upsilon; Barbara Feary, Phi Mu
Vice-President, Terry Parmenter; Secre
to Roger Simone, Sigma Beta.
tary, Bob Patch; Treasurer, Dave
Decker; Assistant Treasurer, Ted SoEngaged:
Laura Shartle, W ellesley Hospital to bozenski; Social Chairman, Bill Owen.
Phil W est, Acacia.
Theta Kappa Phi: President, John
Married:
Kennedy; First Vice-President, Paul
Nancy Cowen, Smith to Bill Bonin, Sholten; Second Chairman, Bob PascucPhi Delta Upsilon; and Hazel Day, ci; Second Vice-President, Danny RusSawyer to Brad Patterson, Phi Delta skiwicz;. Secretary, Larry Cyr; Treas
Upsilon.
urer, Bob La Mothe.

Going, Going, Gone

MY CLOSEST SHAVE

by Elgin Ciampi
Skin Diver, Shark Expert, Author

My closest shave happened under water while baiting
sharks to photograph,” says shark expert Elgin Ciampi.
“ My speared bait-fish hid in a hole, pouring clouds of
blood around me. Smelling blood, a 7-foot man-eater,
unable to find the bait, rushed m e. I dodged and started
taking pictures. I kept the camera between us while
the shark circled hungrily for five full minutes. Then
my air supply ran short, so I used psychology: I lunged
at the shark with m y camera. Startled, he
shot away —and so did I ! ”
For Y O U R C lose Shaves, try new Colgate Instant Shave

in the handy pushbutton can. There’s no easier way to
shave, no matter what razor you use. A great shave buy

for the tough-beard g u y !

to get a better sh ave!

Colgate Instant Shave
Listen to the e x c it in g C o lg a t e S p o r tsre e l w ith B ill Stern, M u t u a l
n e t w o r k w e e k d a y m o r n in g s . C h e c k y o u r p a p e r fo r tim e a n d sta tion .

PRE-ELECTRIC
SHAVE LOTION

Quicker . . . closer . . . smoother . . .
no matter what machine you use. 1.00

T O W N and C A M P U S

plus tax

SH ULTO N

N ew York • Toronto

Durham

New Hampshire

